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Save Time with AizaMD

Automated Radiology Report Generation
Reimagine Radiology Report Generation with AizaMD

Introduction
A breakthrough Radiology AI reporting platform built on Ambient AI that boosts productivity while
minimizing fatigue. Experience best-in-class accuracy with our automated radiology report
generation, offered at market-leading pricing. Our solution helps generate fewer reports, reducing
burnout and saving time, while increasing revenue. Say goodbye to tedious reporting and hello to a
more efficient workflow!

Benefits of Using AizaMD RRG

Efficiency: Cut dictation times by up to 50%

Focus: Eyes on the images, not the keyboard!

Revenue: Boost revenue by at least 20%

Clarity: Patient summary in plain English

Understanding the RRG Workflow

STEP 1:

Select Template Speak Review & Done!

STEP 2: STEP 3:
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Save Time with AizaMD

Stay Secure with AizaMD

Our Commitment

Contact Us

We place a high priority on patient privacy. Our platform
is built with strong security measures to safeguard
sensitive patient information. We are dedicated to fully
complying with the HIPAA and are also HiTrust certified,
ensuring that we meet rigorous standards for handling
and protecting health data. This commitment offers our
users added confidence in the security of their
information.

We are committed to shaping the future of radiology by
leveraging AI technologies. We aim to continually improve
our platform by addressing current challenges and
anticipating future needs. Our goal is to streamline
workflows, reduce burnout, and enhance patient care, all
while maintaining a strong commitment to data security
and privacy.

Please contact us at support@neurocare.ai. Let's work together to redefine healthcare for the
better. Together, we can pave the way for a healthier, more efficient future.

Reimagine Radiology Report
Generation with AizaMD
Innovative voice-enabled solution that transforms radiology
reporting. It uses Ambient Intelligence to enhance Electronic
Health Records with automated and intelligently-generated
reports. Radiologists can effortlessly document findings, this
not only speeds up the process but also improves accuracy
and compliance.

AVAILABLE ANYWHERE
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